Embargoed 3 November

TEDxBanbury Speaker Announcement
Visiting Guest Speaker - Anton Mozgovoy - Crypto Currency Start-Ups
Anton Mozgovoy, Fintech specialist and former CTO of Humaniq, is announced as TEDxBanbury
guest speaker from London.
Anton started his career at the Bank of Montreal – working on Apple Pay & Android Projects. In
2015 he founded Finlyt, a company working on algorithmic installments, and revolving credits. He
joined Humaniq in 2017, working on blockchain solutions to create a financial marketplace for
start-ups. Anton currently serves as a mentor in FastCapital, responsible for tracking start-ups in
fintech, blockchain and crypto spaces.
TEDxBanbury Organiser Karen Baldry said ‘Anton is passionate about creating opportunities for
those who have little access to the banking world. His talk will help to demonstrate some of the
challenges parts of the world face with banking, and success stories resulting from crypto
investment’.
As a child, Anton grew up in the Crimea, where all his summers were spent diving. He is now an
avid free diver, and enjoys the thrill of visiting a new country, new diving locations, meeting
people, and above all the ‘feeling of the void when you dive deeper’.
Photograph to follow
Further information: Karen Baldry - Email TEDxBanbury@gmail.com
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/antonmozgovoy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eu2pBpQolKE
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About	
  TEDx,	
  x	
  =	
  independently	
  organised	
  event.
In the spirit of ideas worth spreading, TEDx is a program of local, self-organized events that bring people together to share a TEDlike experience. At a TEDx event, TEDTalks video and live speakers combine to spark deep discussion and connection in a small
group. These local, self-organized events are branded TEDx, where x = independently organized TED event. The TED Conference
provides general guidance for the TEDx program, but individual TEDx events are self-organized. (Subject to certain rules and
regulations.)
About	
  TED
TED is a nonprofit organization devoted to Ideas Worth Spreading, often in the form of short talks delivered by leading thinkers and
doers. Many of these talks are given at TED conferences, including our annual gathering in Vancouver, as well as TEDWomen,
intimate TED Salons and thousands of independently organized TEDx events around the world. Videos of these talks are made
available, free, on TED.com and other platforms. Audio versions of the talks from TED2019 will also be published to TED's podcast
TED Talks Daily, available on Apple Podcasts and all other podcast platforms.
TED's open and free initiatives for spreading ideas include TED.com, where new TED Talk videos are posted daily; TEDx, which
licenses thousands of individuals and groups to host local, self-organized TED-style events around the world; the TED Fellows
program, which selects innovators from around the globe to amplify the impact of their remarkable projects and activities; the
Audacious Project, which surfaces and funds critical ideas that have the potential to impact millions of lives; TEDSummit, which
gathers the most engaged members of the global TED community for brainstorms, discussions, performances, workshops and an
eclectic program of mainstage talks; and the educational initiative TED-Ed. TED also has a library of original podcasts, including The
TED Interview with Chris Anderson, Sincerely, X, and one of Apple Podcasts’ most downloaded new shows of 2018, WorkLife with
Adam Grant.
Follow TED on Twitter at http://twitter.com/TEDTalks,
on Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/TED,
on Instagram at https://instagram.com/ted and on Snapchat at tedtalkshq.

